Spatial distribution of cardiac magnetic vector fields acquired from 3120 SQUID positions.
An extended measurement of the magnetic vector field of the human heart is presented. It is acquired by sequential recordings, shifting a 16 SQUID vector magnetometer across 195 positions over a healthy subject's thorax. The magnetocardiographic (MCG) signals were synchronized using a simultaneously measured ECG channel. The registration of the field extends over a volume of 1000 mm x 600 mm x 420 mm sampled at 3120 SQUID positions. We present diagrams of the vector amplitude of selected points in 6 planes at increasing distances from the frontal thorax. Each plane contains 76 vector points. Additionally, we measured the vector field at 126 points lateral to the chest. At the edge points of the measurement volume, the absolute value of the magnetic vector signal amplitude exceeds 0.3 pT in all measurement points. The dataset provides an excellent base to study dedicated MCG detection or rejection methods. Examples where rejection of the heart signal is necessary are magnetoencephalography, magnetoneurography and fetal MCG. The knowledge of the spatio-temporal distribution of the magnetic vector field of the heart supports the development and comparison of multi-SQUID systems and will be used to create new MCG interpretation and representation algorithms.